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REFLECTIONS IN THE WATER-MIRROR:
TURNING THE TIDE OF DESTINY
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COMMENTARY BY THE VENERABLE MASTER HUA ON JULY 22, 1988
ᅪᛋགጮ੯ᖘᛋ
!ENGLISH TRANSLATED BY THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSLATION INSTITUE

ҘॢˠĂϠٺα̌ڠวĄϠ̱͡Ăᚑͭ
֍ࡦćα໐Ăຎϓజཞٙ࢝ĂဳԠዋ
ˠĄՂវऴкঽĂয়ϓᆒͩᇬֈĂ˝໐
͞ਕҖĂয়ग࠹ֶࠎĄ൴ᇙ३Ă̙ਣ
ጯຽĂኰЩ็ٺഈԗĄॢޓڠࠎ߾Ğ
͉̝̄रğĂЯয়ϓঽĂ˯ܑᙜᖚĄٺĲ
ౘଐܑĳ̠̚ĈĶᆒ͟ᓠҘ̋Ăঈि؊
؊ĂˠПĂഈ̙ᇋ́Ąķ˫̠ĈĶҊ
য়ϓĂͽҌ̫͟ćয়ϓҊĂͽ
ዶѐĄয়ग˟ˠĂՀ࠹ࠎĂߏͽડડĂ
̙ਕᆿᅈĄķޓڠዦலĂࠤܑТଐĂ̙Г
๊࢝Ąয়ϓڢĂಉഇ႕ĂซִಶᖚĂႽ͕
Ⴝ˧Ăିጱ͉̄ĄଓͼĊҘॢᔿᇇĂҌѩ
ྻĂᔵمٱԢĂ҃а͇ͻఙćౣజ
ЬྥࢲݑКҖٙ˸Ă͔҃ˣͳ̝ใĂ
̣ࡧใර̝խĄ
վ֚ᝑऱຍԫଡΔࡡڴഠ᠏Ιהኙ࣍۞ա
୮அጐݕԱΔኙഏ୮Ոጐ࢘ԱΔຍ࢘הݕ
ຟጐԱΖឈྥڼڕΔ۫ڇவຍଡੑ್Δה
ຍଡలՂऱᐚՈึܫԱΔࢬהאՈլ౨
ԺΔࢬᘯ֚ڃΖຍଡޕയࠐس༉ৰլ
ࢉऱΖչᏖהլࢉࡋΛՕપ࣏ڇהଥ
۩ՈլႽየΙࢬאԫسנքଡִΔהऱ׀
ᘣ༉ڽԱΖࠩᄣऱழଢΔᆱᆱԾሓ૰
ئהᘣޏԱΙ༉ໍהԫଡᄣऱ՛
ΔՈլᄎߨሁΔڶలࠐئᐿ塄הΖה
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Text:
Li Mi was born in Wuyang in Sichuan during the Western Jin
Dynasty. His father passed away when he was six months old. When
he was four, his mother was pressured by her brother into remarrying
against her will. Li Mi was very weak and was afflicted with many
illnesses. His grandmother Liu raised him. He was nine years old
before he could walk. The grandmother and grandchild relied on
each other to survive. He studied diligently without growing lax, and
his praiseworthy reputation reached the royal court. During the Jin
period, Emperor Wu summoned him to tutor the crown prince. But
due to his grandmother’s illness, he sent off a statement to turn down
the position.
The plaint made to the emperor said, “Liu, like the sun, is
slipping toward the western mountains. She is at her last breath. She
is fading fast. Her life force is in great peril. When dawn arrives, one
cannot say with certainty that she will make it till dusk.” It also said,
“Without a grandmother, your subject would not have lived until
this day. Without your subject, my grandmother would not be able
to live out her remaining years. The grandmother and grandson are
dependent on each other to subsist. Thus, this insignificant person
cannot desert her to travel afar.”
Emperor Wu expressed deep empathy after reading it and did not
press him further. After the grandmother passed away, and when the
mourning period was over, Li Mi went to the capital to take up the
post. He did his utmost to inculcate goodness in the prince.
How lamentable that the Jin Dynasty was so wanting in virtue. Its
fate was drawing to a close. Although Mi was truly loyal and sincere,
he lacked the power to reverse heaven’s will. This reign was brought
to an end by the evil conduct of the licentious queen, Jia Nanfeng,
who was responsible for the calamity caused by the Rebellion of the

֚֚լ౨ߨሁΔ۞ա堬ଇΕՕ՛ঁܓຟլ
౨ജΔࢬאຟలࠐئᚥהܗΙࠩᄣऱ
ழଢΔהթ౨ߨሁΖչᏖאছהլ౨ߨ
ሁࡋΛڂ᧯הஇڍఐΙຍᑌΔהలئ
༉ጐ֨ጐԺऱࠐᐿ塄הΔהނ塄ՕԱΖឈ
ྥ୮㠪ৰຆ༃ऱΔ܀ਢהႧᕿᦰΔറ॰
ઔߒᖂംΔԾ౨塄הలئΖ
ڇຍଡழଢΔவࣳ০່٣װה
ࡴΔװڶהΙא৵༉ਈהੑ್Δ༉ਢ
װඒᖄ֜ΖڇהຍழଢᐊԱԫଡτຫൣ
।υΖຍτຫൣ।υ༉ᎅΔהࡉהలࠟئ
ଡԳψޓઌࡎωΔהଘᘸထהలئΔה
թ౨९ՕΙהల۔ئԱᔾထהΔթ౨ึ
塒ڣΖڇψᏥֲᜳ۫՞ΔஒωΖ
ஒΔ༉ਢຍଡՑലឰԱऱழ
ଢΖֲᜳ۫՞Δ༉ቝ߷֜ၺᆵԱۿऱΔ
֚႕ԱΙრ৸Ո༉ਢຍଡԳ່س৵ऱຍ
ଡழଢΔ༉ቝ߷ଡ֜ၺᆵԱழଢۿऱΖψ
ԳࡎٲωΔຍଡԳࡎՈৰٲᙠऱΔՈ
ڶչᏖݦඨऱΖψཛլᐞՔωΔڰඣՈ༉
լࠩඡၴԱΖהԾᎅԱΚψྤలئΔ
ྤ۟אվֲΖωޕݺയΔૉڶలࠐئ
ᐿ塄ݺΔݺլᄎ९ຍᏖՕऱΖψలྤئ
Δྤึא塒ڣωΔలݺڶ࣠ڕئΔڔ
ڽऱழଢΔՈஎࢢլึΜࢬאΔψ
ల୪ԲԳΔޓઌࡎωΔݺଚలࡉئ୪
ࠟଡԳΔݺऱࡎՈ༉ਢڔऱࡎΔڔऱࡎՈ
༉ਢݺऱࡎΔյઌլ౨ᠦΖψਢא
Δլ౨ᐒωΔ০װݺ܃ࡴΔݺ
ڂຍଡৰპأৰპ՛ऱຍԫଡߏߠΔլ
౨ᠦၲݺలࠩئऱװֱچΙݺଚల୪Բ
ԳޓઌࡎΔᓮ০ᓪݺΔٵൣݺຍ
ଡᔡሖΖ!
வࣳ০ࠩຍԫτຫൣ।υհ৵Δ
Ո༉լ٦ႝ૰הΔլ٦ሓထהΔהࡴ
װԱΙࢬޕאയݙݕښԱΔԾࠩࠇ㠪װ༉
Δה༉ጐ֨ጐԺऱࠐඒ֏֜Ζױਢ
வཛຍଡᐚ۩բᆖึԱΔբᆖڶչᏖ
ݦඨΙࢬאឈྥڶຍᑌऱᔃΔՈਢფ๕
౨ܗΖشהጐהऱ࢘֨ΔՈ֚ڃΔ
Ոլ౨ނຍଡவཛ٦ᥛՀװΙڂவ
ཛᐚ۩ՈึԱΔࢬᚨᇠࠆऱຍଡᑇΕ

Eight Kings and the invasion of China by the five Hu (barbarians).
Commentary:
Today what I’ll talk about is very suave, winding, and moving. Li
Mi fulfilled his filial responsibilities to his family, and his patriotic
responsibilities to his country, so he was both loyal and filial. Although it
was so, he was the Xima (the official who teaches the crown prince) in the
Western Jin Dynasty whose ancestors’ virtue had ended, so although he
was virtuous as well he couldn’t change the course of history. Li Mi was
born an unfortunate person. Why was he unfortunate? Probably he did
not perfect his cultivation in the past, so his father died when he was six
months old. When he was four years old, his uncle forced his mother to
remarry. So he was a four-year old little boy who didn’t know how to walk,
and only his grandmother took care of him. She brought him up when he
couldn’t walk, couldn’t eat, or go to the bathroom without her help. He
only learned to walk when he was nine years old. Why couldn’t he walk
before that? It was because he was frail and sickly, so his grandmother did
all she could to bring him up. Although his family was poor, he studied
diligently by himself so he could support his grandmother.
At this time, Emperor Wu of Jin wanted him to be an official. He
refused to go, so the emperor asked him to be Xima, the official who
taught the crown prince. During this time, he wrote a “Full Statement of
of Circumstances”!ຫൣ।. In it, he said that he and his grandmother’s
“lives depended on each other,” he relied on his grandmother and she
depended on him for support. So now, “the sun sets, she takes her dying
breath.” “The sun sets,” describes the time when the sun is going down
and night falls, indicating the end of one’s life, like the moment when
the sun sets. “Our lives are dangerous and shallow.” Our lives are full of
danger and don’t have much hope. “One cannot think of sunset when the
sun is rising.” He then said, “Without my grandmother, I would not be
here today.” He said that I, Li Mi, would not have lived until now without
my grandmother to take care of me and bring me up. “Without me, my
grandmother will not live her last years well.” If my grandmother did
not have me, I am afraid she will not have a good passing when she dies!
“Grandmother and grandson depend on each other,” my life is her life,
and her life is mine, we cannot be apart. “I am insignificant and cannot
go far away.” The emperor asked me to be his official, but according to
my small and very insignificant view, “I cannot go far away” from my
grandmother. I cannot leave my grandmother and go to someplace far
away, because our lives depend on each other! Please forgive and pity my
condition.
When Emperor Wu of Jin received this letter, this Full Statement of
Circumstances, he didn’t press him to be an official anymore. When Li Mi
had observed his filial duties after his grandmother passed away, he went to
the capital to serve as an official. As an official he did his best to teach and
transform the crown prince. But the virtue in the Jin Dynasty had already
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壂ՈຟጐԱΖࢬא༉ໜ؈ࠩຍଡ
ෞٿѧѧෞ႖ऱຍଡΔᇸত
ଅѧѧໜࠩڔऱ֫㠪ԱΙڔຍጟ٭
۩Δނவഏ༉ՋԱΖڂ،ՋԱΔ
ࢬא༉֧ದԶ׆հ႖ΔԾڶն႖
խဎऱຍጟ߀ᣄ࿇سΙࢬאຍאױ
ᎅਢԫਪլ౨ᚯ֚ԱΖ
Fৱᥛ

reached its end, and there was already not much hope left. So despite being a
worthy official, there wasn’t much he could do. Although he loyally did his best,
he couldn’t keep the Jin Dynasty from collapsing. The virtue of Jin Dynasty
had ended, so the might and blessings that it should have enjoyed had ended
as well. The dynasty was lost by a lascivious empress, a woman who engaged
in promiscuity. She was called Jia Nanfeng, and the country of Jin collapsed
through her conduct. The end of the Jin Dynasty caused the Rebellion of the
Eight Kings, and then the Five Tribes invaded China. So it is said, “One pillar
cannot hold up the sky.”
FTo be continued

ˮଣ22ࢰ
ψஒ߀ڕრᣪᓊဎωΚԫ֊߀ᣄᄰԱΔࠩڕრΖലࠐ݄ထՕᣪᓊဎΔڕڕլ೯ΔԱԱൄࣔΖ
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֊ᆣฒຟڇထΔᎅΚψ৻ᏖᝫլᝑݺଚऱτᄛᣤࡃυࡋΛω

Continued from page 22
Calamities averted, wishes fulfilled, one is seated upon precious lotus blossoms. All disasters are obliterated
and everything will be as one wishes. In the future one will be seated upon huge precious lotus flowers in a state
of clear and lucid unmoving suchness.
Originally, I had wanted to explain the text for one of the Patriarchs today. However, every time I come to
the City of 10,000 Buddhas, I have to hold a Shurangama Mantra class because the sages assemble and wait for
that lesson. If I don’t hold that class, they are puzzled and wonder why I have not yet explained the Shurangama
Mantra lines.
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